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Abstract Electron orbits under the external vertical field (BV) and the self poloidal field of the 
toroidal plasma current are investigated by using analytic model fields in order to search for the 
conditions of appearance of appropriate confinement asymmetry of fast electrons along the field 
lines. This asymmetry efficiently and quickly generates a toroidal current, which may close the 
field lines in ECH-started plasmas. It is analytically shown that the characteristics of confinement 
asymmetry depend on the product of the major radius and the strength of the external vertical field. 
The results suggest that in large devices BV should be lowered and also some artificial means of 
quickening the pitch angle scattering for the fast electrons at higher energy range is beneficial to 
generate the toroidal current for closing the filed lines. 
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1.  Introduction 
Removal of central solenoid from the core of tokamak reactors is beneficial
 [1]
. They would be 
reduced in size, simplified in structure. Furthermore, plasma performance would be improved via 
reduction of the aspect ratio, and, therefore, the construction cost of the reactors could be reduced. 
Without the central solenoid, however, alternative methods for plasma initiation and current start 
up are required. The electron cyclotron heating (ECH) is potentially an attractive candidate for this 
purpose in reactors since the microwaves for ECH can be launched with a simple small launcher 
remotely positioned from the plasma surface.  
Recently, a closed flux surface was found to be formed via current jump by ECH under a 
weak vertical field Bv in small and low-aspect-ratio torus devices, the LATE device 
[2]
, the CPD 
device 
[3] 
and the SUNIST device 
[4]
. Furthermore, the plasma current was ramped up by EC 
current drive (ECCD) after the formation of closed flux surface in the LATE device 
[5, 6]
. Then a 
 2 
question arises; whether such a closing of flux surface by ECH is also possible or not in large 
devices. In other words what is needed in the large devices to ensure closing of the field lines.  
A model for closing of flux surface via current jump was briefly proposed in [2]. The model 
predicts that unidirectional confined orbits of fast electrons, which arise prior to the change of the 
magnetic field from open to closed structure, leads to a quick increase of current, that is, current 
jump. However, there has been no study how the model depends on the scale of the device. In the 
present paper we investigate the scale dependence of the model and discuss the implications of the 
results. 
 
2. Electron Orbits and Discussions 
We employ cylindrical coordinates as shown in figure 1. In a simple toroidal field B , electrons 







222//   .                                                        (1)         
Here is the relativistic factor, q and m are electron mass and charge, respectively, and the 
subscripts // and   denote parallel and perpendicular components of the electron velocity to the 
magnetic field, respectively. The positive ions also drift vertically, but the direction is opposite to 
the electron drift direction. Thus there arises vertical charge separation. When a weak vertical 
field BV is superposed in addition to the toroidal field, the field lines become helical. Then, the 
electrons return along the helical field lines to compensate the charge separation, generating a 








.                                                               (2) 
This was originally proposed as an equilibrium current by the fluid model 
[7]
 and recently 
confirmed experimentally 
[8]
.   
 On the other hand, once closed flux surfaces are formed, a unidirectional tail electrons by 
ECCD may carry the toroidal current. Thus, the current generation mechanisms are quite different 
between under the open and closed field structures. Therefore, there must be third mechanism of 
current generation that bridges these two regimes of different current generations. Confinement 
asymmetry of electron orbits along the field lines, which is enhanced when the field changes 
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significantly from the vacuum field by the pressure driven current (equation (2)), has been 




  Let us begin with the simplest case of electron orbits, that is, orbits in a simple toroidal 
field. In this case the electrons drift vertically as predicted by equation (1) and, therefore, there is 
no confined orbit.  When a weak vertical field BV is superposed to the toroidal field B , another 
vertical velocity component arises from the parallel drift velocity along the helical field lines in 
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The electrons which satisfy the condition, VZ=0 in equation (3), have confined orbits. This 



























































































R VVV         (4) 








































                                                   (5) 
This relationship makes an ellipse in the electron velocity space that is referred as VZ=0 ellipse. It 
is noted that the product RBV uniquely determines the VZ=0 characteristics given by equations (4) 
and (5). Some examples of VZ=0 ellipses are plotted in figures 2 and 3, manifesting asymmetric 
confinement along the field lines in the particle orbit picture.  
  In order to study characteristics of electron orbits under non-uniform BV and the self 
poloidal field due to the toroidal plasma current, we have developed analytic models for the BV 
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 .  Using normalized forms of  
0
2




















x xzzxxxext   .                            (7) 
While this form generates finite toroidal current density inside the minor radius, it becomes 
negligible by setting nxxx   and  0xzz . 










































Here, 0cos1 Rrh  and 
22 ZXr  . Then the self poloidal field takes the form, 





















































Here, aIB Pa  20  is the field strength at the current boundary ( ar  ). 

























































































                   (8) 
  There are three constants for the motion of electron in above axisymmetric fields; the 
angular momentum, energy (square of velocity) and magnetic moment as follows, respectively,  
 














































    .                                     (9) 
When the starting point of the orbit is the center of the current, R=R0 and Z=0 and we write the 
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and 
















 .                        (11) 
By substituting equations (10) and (11) with (7) and (8) into equation (9), it is found that W has 


















00  .                                (12) 
We now can calculate the trajectory of electron projected on the poloidal cross section that 
starts from x=0 and z=0. The coordinates x and y are functions of the distance   along the 
trajectory from the starting point. Then the following deferential equations describe the evolutions 




























































.                (13) 
The functional form of W shown in equation (12) indicates that the normalized trajectories that 
start from the center of the current profile are completely determined by the set of parameters; 
.,,,, 00//0000 vandvnBBaRBR VaV  It is straightforward to show that even if the starting 
point is different from the center the same statement holds as well for the same set of parameters.  
Figure 2 shows an example of orbits of fast electrons that start with various pitch angles. In 
this case of 8.00 Va BB , there appears a small closed flux surface that looks as a tear drop in the 
inboard side. The field line that passes through the starting point at the center of the plasma cross 
section is, however, still open to the vessel wall. Nevertheless, the fast electrons that start with 
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small pitch angles (5 and 6 in the figure) make confined orbits of passing particles. Note that these 
electrons drift forward in the sense that the direction of their currents is the same as the 
background current that produces Ba.  Electrons 1 and 2 drift backward along the filed line and 
are immediately lost to the vessel wall. Indeed forward electrons with low velocities are lost to the 
vessel wall even if their pitch angles are quite small. 
(Figure 2) 
Figure 3 shows mappings of classification of electron orbits into passing, trapped and lost 
areas on the space of initial velocities of 00// vandv  for various parameters of 
000 VaV BBandBR .  Aspect ratio of current cross section is taken to be 30 aR  and decay 
index is n=0.1. It is noted that the characteristics depend on the product of the major radius and 
the magnitude of the external vertical field, 00 VBR . For example, when we assume BV0=50 
Gauss, the left, center and right columns correspond the cases of R0=0.3m, 0.9m and 2.7 m, 
respectively. When we assume R0=3m, the left, center and right columns correspond the cases of 
BV0=5 Gauss, 15 Gauss and 45 Gauss, respectively. When we assume R0=1 m, the left, center and 
right columns correspond the cases of BV0=15 Gauss, 45 Gauss and 135 Gauss, respectively. 
(Figure 3) 
Let us begin with the case shown in the left column in figure 3.  Since the decay index of BV 
field is small but not zero, there is a weak mirror effect. Therefore, some electrons located near the 
VZ = 0 ellipse in the velocity space are also confined. The passing area expands toward lower 
energy region when the plasma current Ip starts to flow and increases as shown in the second 
mapping from top. In this initial stage, Ip is the equilibrium current that is proportional to the 
electron pressure as shown by equation (2). It is noted that the passing area at this stage is in high 
energy range and electrons in this area may be few since it is difficult to fill the passing area with 
electrons by pumping up them by ECH through a narrow path of passing area from bulk electrons. 
When Ip increases further by the increase of electron pressure up to a certain level (third mapping), 
the passing area expands up to the tail region of the bulk Maxwellian distribution. Here the current 
generation due to the asymmetric confinement would begin in full scale since the electron 
population becomes significant and the pitch angle scattering from perpendicularly EC heated 
electrons becomes frequent. The resultant current increase enlarges the passing area further and 
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current increase would be quickly accelerated since both the electron population and pitch angle 
diffusion rate increase drastically towards the thermal bulk, resulting in the current jump. ECCD 
may also start to work at this stage and finally a closed flux surface is formed (bottom mapping). 
When we move to the center column, we notice that even if the self poloidal field increases to 
amount 80 % of the BV field, the passing area does not expand to the vicinity of the bulk thermal 
tail. This means that when the product 00 VBR increases current jump becomes difficult to take 
place. It was reported that more ECH power was needed when BV0 was increased 
[2]
 for current 
jump. This result implies that in the large devices BV should be lowered.  Furthermore, 
quickening or enhancement of pitch angle scattering by some artificial means for higher energy 
range of fast electrons would be beneficial to trigger positive feedback of current increase by 
asymmetric confinement as shown in the third mapping in this column. A superposition of a weak 
radial magnetic field Br might be effective for such purpose.  
 Finally, importance of the equilibrium current that is driven by the bulk electrons in the open 
field structure should be emphasized.  Confinement asymmetry of fast electrons along the field 
lines arises only when the equilibrium current becomes large enough to significantly modify the 
vacuum vertical field. The equilibrium current is proportional to the bulk electron pressure 
Pe=neTe as given by equation (2).  The bulk electron density ne and temperature Te depend on 
many factors including the ECH power and frequency, the device scale, and the strength and the 
pitch (the ratio of the vertical filed strength to the toroidal field) of open helical field lines.   
Higher temperature generates larger current. Therefore we need better confinement even in the 
open filed lines and the confinement is closely related with R0 and BV0 independently 
[10]
. Bulk 
electron confinement does not scale with their product. Thus, R0 and BV0 play multirole upon 
closing the flux surface. The effects of these factors combined with the present results for electron 
orbits on the formation of initial closed flux surface are issues of future work.   
 
3. Conclusion 
Electron orbits under the external vertical field (BV) and the self poloidal field from the toroidal 
plasma current are investigated by using analytic model fields for them in order to search for 
appearance of appropriate confinement asymmetry of electrons along the field line to ensure 
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closing of field lines in ECH-started plasmas in large devices. The orbit characteristics depend on 
the product of the major radius and the external vertical field. This result implies that in large 
devices BV should be lowered. Furthermore, quickening of pitch angle scattering for higher 
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Figure 1 : Coordinates 
 
 
Figure 2:  (a) Electron orbits projected on the poloidal cross section, and (b) initial locations of 
electrons in the velocity space. The electrons have the same velocity of v/c=0.044, but various 
pitch angles. Number 1 and 2 make lost orbits, 3and 4 do trapped orbits, and 5 and 6 do passing 





Figure 3: Mapping of electron orbits as passing, trapped and lost area on the space of initial 
velocities of 00// vandv for various parameters of 000 VaV BBandBR . Here, aIB Pa 2 . 
Aspect ratio of current cross section is 30 aR  and decay index is n=0.1. 
 
 
